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When the concept was first introduced, the big companies were the first to advocate it. This led to the
misconception that it is applicable to mid-size to large operations, and that could not be farther from the truth.
Today, even small businesses can also adapt cloud computing in their operations, and benefit greatly from it.
But internet-based computing is very broad and does not fully define cloud computing. Cloud computing has
been defined as the practice, or a model, of using a network consisting of remote servers that are hosted on the
internet for storage, management, accessing and processing of data. It is markedly different from the
traditional practice of storing, managing and processing data on the hard drive of a personal computer or, for
many small businesses, on a local server. In other words, the major difference is in the sharing of resources;
cloud computing allows sharing, while using only your personal computer or local server does not. This is
because, in cloud computing, shared data, information and other resources are provided to the computers and
devices within the network on demand. And since we describe it as internet-based, all the servers,
applications, storage and other services are delivered to the recipients or destinations within the organization
through or via the internet. It sounds very complicated, but the concept is pretty straightforward. In cloud
computing, groups of servers are made to run on usually low-cost and low-end technology such as your basic
personal computers that have been configured for specialized connections. These server groups make up
networks that, through the internet, distribute all the data processing tasks among them. Currently, there are no
fixed standards for cloud computing, which means it is up to the companies to define and design the cloud
computing technologies that they are using. Many find this preferable, since it allows for greater
customization and, along with it, control by the company. Of course, companies that provide this type of
service are bound to have their own standards, which the businesses availing of their services would have to
follow or conform to. Types of cloud computing Public cloud In this type of cloud computing, service
providers are the ones who are sought by businesses. The service provider is the one to make the applications,
storage and other resources, and make them available to the general public, mainly over the Internet. There is
also the added advantage of being inexpensive, particularly those who are operating within a tight budget.
They no longer have to worry about investing on hardware and application, as well as bandwidth costs, since
the service provider will have them all covered. Businesses that are growing will naturally have to deal with
increasing needs in their computing resource. By availing of a public cloud, this would not be an issue, since
service providers design their offerings for scalability in order to meet the expanding needs of their clients.
Cost efficiency is a bigger advantage in this type of cloud computing as you only pay what you actually use.
There are no wasted resources, such as applications or storage that you are paying for but do not need or
actually even using, because you will be given only what you need. Therefore, you will not be made to pay for
those resources that you were not able to use to begin with. Private cloud As the name implies, this type of
cloud is one that is managed by the business or the organization that uses it. Seeing as it is owned by the
company, full control and customization is within the organization. The benefits are nearly the same as those
that are obtained from a public cloud, except for the issue on ownership. In addition, private cloud also beats a
public cloud in terms of security. By keeping the management of the computing resources in-house, you are
limiting access and, consequently, security issues and leaks. In some cases, the organization can even create a
dedicated department or division to take charge of the job. There are also other expenses that will have to be
incurred in cloud management, such as the cost of virtualization and other management tools that will be used
by the personnel managing it. Hybrid This combines features of public and private cloud, so it involves the
management and maintenance of internal as well as external providers. Aside from personnel employed by the
business to manage the cloud, third party service providers are also called in. What businesses who employ
this type of cloud computing do is to entrust their less sensitive and critical resources to an external public
cloud service provider, while leaving the more critical ones in-house, in the hands of their IT department.
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Now, some managers may think this could be expensive but, as we all know of public cloud, companies will
pay only for the resources they actually use. This type of cloud deployment is highly recommended for
business with large or voluminous transactions, or those with complex operations. Of course, businesses
would have to first assess their needs before they can decide which type of cloud computing they should use in
their company. Cloud Computing for Businesses Compute resources are considered by businesses as a utility
â€” one that is consumed but has to be generated or maintained in some way. It has been likened to how
businesses use electricity: That works similarly to cloud computing. With cloud computing, businesses do not
have to build and subsequently maintain their own computing infrastructures for their consumption of their
compute resources. If we talk in general terms, we can name three main benefits of cloud computing for
businesses and other end users. Usually, companies would acquire the services of an external IT company or
the expertise of third-party service providers for the setup, installation and maintenance of the applications,
systems and services they use in business. However, thanks to cloud computing, the users can do it all
themselves. It will be the users who will call the shots in the cloud computing environment. Users pay only
what they use. In the past, it is common to see third-party service providers charging a fixed amount for its
periodic subscription fees. However, these days, there is an evident rise in the number of service providers
utilizing the pay-per-use payment structure. The initial reaction of most small business owners when presented
with the proposal of migrating to cloud would be to refuse, saying they are still too small an operation to merit
using cloud. Others are also of the opinion that cloud computing is only for tech-related operations. However,
once they realize what cloud computing can do for their small businesses, they will definitely be more open to
the idea. Let us run through the many reasons why small businesses â€” yes, even those mom-and-pop shops
â€” should move to the cloud. Lower costs, more savings, higher profits Small businesses are fully aware that
they need hardware in order to facilitate their operations. But hardware does not come really cheap, and so
some of them have to forcibly close their eyes and buy more hardware as their need increases. With cloud
computing, hardware becomes more efficient. What they used to do using a roomful of computers can now be
accomplished with just one or two units of hardware, situated in one corner of the office premises. In some
cases, small businesses do not even have to buy new servers or powerful and often expensive machines,
because by availing the services of a third-party provider, they will only have to pay a fee corresponding to
what they used. So we are talking about less capital expenditure on hardware and software, less physical floor
area and rack space to accommodate hardware, and less electrical usage and power consumption. Even
upgrading and maintaining hardware costs money, and those are costs that you can also do away with through
cloud computing. Granted, computing services also cost money, and some even find the offerings of some
service providers to be expensive. However, a simple cost-benefit analysis is most likely to reveal that the cost
of paying these providers will be considerably lower than how much you would spend by going old-school.
Lower costs mean that the small business will register higher net earnings, as well as more savings. It will also
be able to put its resources to other ventures that will boost the business further. Increased flexibility and
mobility Small businesses no longer have to be confined in one location: Going mobile is certainly one of the
current trends in business, and it is something that is bound to continue long into the future. Therefore, it
would be to the advantage of small businesses to be more flexible and mobile. The most obvious advantage
for small business would be the ability to access files, data and other information wherever they are, any time,
using any device. This way, managers, employees and other members of the small organization are able to
continue working even when they are away from the office. Being able to work remotely has been seen as an
effective way to increase employee productivity. Facilitated collaboration among members of the organization
No matter how small a business is, there are still instances when managers are unable to keep track of
everything that is going on, or all the projects or tasks they have assigned to their staff. Through cloud
computing, file sharing is enabled, so everyone can collaborate more easily. In the past, it is a painstaking
process for more than two employees to be working on something that only has one source file. This time,
though, with the right permission settings, multiple employees can do so. And there is no need to worry about
overlaps leading to confusion, since synchronization of all data will be done over the internet. Increased data
security and document control Recent developments in cloud computing technology were focused on
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improving security of data. Clearly, they must be effective, if we consider how even the largest companies in
the world are migrating to cloud. Cloud now has security certificates and encryption processes that make data
secure, thus giving small businesses peace of mind that vital and confidential information will remain so.
Backup worries will plague managers and business owners less, especially since automatic backups are built
into cloud. Increased competitiveness Small businesses have a tendency to forever remain in the shadows of
their larger rivals. Cloud computing somehow evens the playing field, particularly in terms of their IT
infrastructure. As such, it gives a boost to their morale knowing that, at least in that area, they can keep pace
with their competitors, even if they are much bigger and more powerful. Faster disaster recovery Businesses
invest so much on high-end components for their IT infrastructure partly because of the fear that, in case of a
disaster, they may lose all data and information. Recovery costs a lot of time and money, and small businesses
often do not have these resources, so it takes a long time for full recovery to take place. For example, a simple
power surge can have potentially devastating effects on a server, and if a small business stored everything in
that server, you are looking at a major loss. There are various actions that may be taken to recover them, but
that will take quite a while, so you are looking at lost productivity for days, even weeks and months. The
backup and recovery solutions available in cloud make disaster recovery much faster, easier and fuss-free. Not
only does it speed up the entire recovery period, it also saves them from spending money on purchasing new
hardware, software and programs. Usually, companies call in third-parties who specialize in recovery
solutions to take care of the problem, and these professionals do not charge cheap. That is another cost savings
right there. Expedited workflow Going about things the old way takes time, time that you could have spent
doing other better and more productive activities. Communication becomes faster, thanks to cloud computing,
and collaboration and sharing cuts down on the time it usually takes for employees to handle the logistics of
meeting physically in one place, or doing their work at a designated location. Cloud computing aids greatly in
speeding up the whole business process, so the company can bring its products or services much faster to the
market and its end users. Fortunately for small businesses, there are a considerable number of cloud
computing services that they can look into, with the most popular one being AWS , to name a few.
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And you know what happened to those guys. That rise is not defined by the fact that there are million
smartphone users in the U. In fact, those are by-products of the change. The truth is that smartphones have
shifted from cool-to-have to must-have. What that means for businesses - especially tech businesses - is that
having a great mobile app is no longer just a perk for brownie points. In response to the growing demand for
mobile, tech companies are realigning their approach to products. So how far will the mobile revolution go?
Following a February IPO that garnered a tremendous amount of media coverage, the stock plunged. Much of
that drop was due to a sense of doubt that Facebook could create more avenues for revenue. The problem was
mobile: Prior to , the company had been unable to draw ad revenue from its mobile users. Seeing an
opportunity where others saw a large problem, Facebook took action. In just a year, the firm tapped into the
mobile advertising market, turning it from a minuscule share of its total ad revenue to 41 percent of it in the
second quarter of The premise of the app was a complete integration of Facebook into every aspect of the
mobile phone as an attempt to reduce the influence of the Android shell. The app was met with a bit of
resistance for, among other things, changing the way that users open apps as well as an inherent conflict of
interest. Many were worried about giving Facebook even more access to private data. Undeterred by the
negative reviews, Facebook released an update to the app and has promised to continue improving on it going
forward. So far at least, Facebook has been rewarded handsomely for its concentration on mobile users.
Investors have taken notice as well. A recent study released by Twitter on what it calls its "primary mobile
users", a term used to categorize those that mainly access the network via mobile phone, revealed that these
users were three times more likely to use Twitter when commuting, percent more likely to use the service at
school or work and percent more likely to use it when they wake up. In short, the most active users of Twitter
tend to use smartphones. Learn some Twitter etiquette: Check out Twitter Fail! As Twitter continues to look
for new ways to monetize its user base, particularly with regards to mobile-advertising, it will look to this
study and others like it to serve as a guide to the untapped potential that exists among mobile social media
users. Yahoo wants to tap into mobile users as well, which is a huge reason why the company acquired
Tumblr in May Tumblr, a popular blog network that boats over million users, consists of a large group of
dedicated, young mobile users. For years, Yahoo has been falling behind competitors like Google, Facebook.
A Mobile Strategy for Moving Ahead Mobile computing has not only changed the ways that we communicate
and access information, it has reshaped the business models of some of the leading tech companies. If the past
three years are any indication, mobile computing will continue to provide opportunities for companies to
improve and expand their business models. Stay ahead of the curve with Techopedia! Join nearly , subscribers
who receive actionable tech insights from Techopedia. He has spent many years writing and editing articles
for various online magazines, publications and blogs. Full Bio Related Articles.
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But they were wrong. Today the brand is carried at Whole Foods, Fairway, Tops, and other chains. His mother
tended the store while he was at school in the mornings. For every kit Adafruit sells, Fried posts design files,
schematics for circuit boards, and any software code needed. She welcomes people to use the information, and
sees it as a way to foster innovation. Anytime she made a profit, she made a tuition payment. Today, the
company ships to orders a day, some of them worth thousands of dollars. John Vlagos, a Greek immigrant,
was hoping to show his son that working with your hands is difficult and that he should find a different
profession. Today, there is a six-week wait list for a pair. They joined forces to enter the Rickshaw concept in
a business-plan competition in They placed second behind a scrapbooking company that was never heard
from again, as far as they know. The partners opened their first store in Soon after, they opened a second,
which quickly proved too ambitious. Their trucks produced the steady cash flow that made a second go at
brick-and-mortar expansion possible. The business has grown to 70 employees, and the partners hope to
double revenue this year. We were selling them naked in a jar at Quality Food Centers," remembers Baker and
yes, that is her real last name. The woman figured out the cookies were only two Weight Watchers points, and
word quickly spread. In a period of eight months, the company lost about 60 percent of its distribution. How
did the bakery recover? Courtesy Company Scott Harrison of Charity: He thought he had everything he
wanted: So at 30, Harrison founded Charity: At the time, Toews was working as a computer programmer and
Coupal was an eye doctor. The partners nurtured the website over the course of the next decade, persuading
drivers to log in and share gas prices--not an ideal situation, of course. Then, in , they realized the potential of
mobile apps. So the company launched Android and iPhone apps later that year, which were instantly popular.
Today, six million people have downloaded the apps. And though the website still draws more traffic, the
number of users who come to GasBuddy through a mobile device should soon surpass those who experience
the brand online. It was , Bloostein was 23, and he was completely miserable. She even brought along a
camcorder to make videos to show his grandparents. Back in , when the first location was opened in
Framingham, Massachusetts, Meiseles saw it as a prototype.
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Free preview of Gartner research Already have a Gartner account? Sign in to view more Gartner research.
Table of Contents Recommended Reading Analysis As cloud computing hype continues to grow, there is a
need to examine the lessons learned by those companies that have adopted cloud computing as part of their IT
environment. This special report examines how companies have used cloud computing to drive business value,
as well as the lessons learned and best practices developed along the way. The experiences of these companies
span infrastructure, platform and application services with varying degrees of success. The city has migrated
17, users to Gmail, but the process has not always been smooth. IT leaders evaluating or migrating to Gmail
should become familiar not only with the successes, but also the challenges faced by others when considering
cloud computing. Our discussions with the CIO for the City of Los Angeles reveal some of the challenges this
early government cloud email adopter faced. It is not always possible to meet complex regulatory compliance
requirements with cloud services. This has kept the 13,member Los Angeles police department from migrating
to the cloud-based solution. In addition, network redundancy, capacity and operational fitness need to be
examined as part of any cloud strategy. Given the intense financial constraints the city has been facing in
recent years, these savings outweighed the challenges. Easyjet Exploits the Cloud for Rapid Innovation," we
examine how easyJet first saw cloud computing as a way to minimize costs, but came to realize it also
provided a critical element to support business agility. EasyJet is moving pragmatically to exploit cloud
services to extend and complement internal systems. This hybrid approach combining internal and external
systems is a common theme in a number of the Case Studies. Despite a willingness to embrace the cloud
model, easyJet remains cautious about moving highly sensitive data onto cloud systems. Enhancing and
extending existing internal systems allowed easyJet to gain new functionality and business value without
moving sensitive corporate information into the cloud. Legal liability, insurability, regulatory compliance
concerns and the unwillingness of providers to indemnify cloud consumers is a bigger concern than technical
issues on multitenant isolation or data center security. Another aggressive mover to cloud computing is
D-Link see "Case Study: By moving the vast majority of its non-ERP application portfolio to the cloud, it has
improved enterprise agility and risk management, decreased IT costs and shifted its focus to the business. This
benefit in the form of agility and support for rapid business innovation was consistently cited by the majority
of the companies Gartner interviewed as the biggest benefit of cloud computing. While agile is not a necessary
part of cloud, the combination of agile development, cloud computing and reorganizing IT has led to improved
enterprise agility and risk management, decreased IT costs and a shift in its focus to the business. Private
cloud is contemplated as an option for ERP in the future. Sanimax see "Case Study: Sanimax Leverages Cloud
Computing and Hosting to Drive Agility and Efficiency" is a classic example of a small or midsize business
SMB pursuing a hybrid approach to cloud, but with a twist. Where they are not mature enough or do not exist,
the company uses a hosted model, but with longer-term plans to move to SaaS. Unlike other enterprises,
Sanimax sees ERP as a viable cloud service when its supplier, Microsoft, releases its cloud service offering in
Sanimax cites a shift from capital costs to operational costs, the ability to scale up and down as needed, and
the ability to more easily keep its IT environment up to date as key drivers for the cloud strategy Two of our
Case Studies deal with companies using Force. In this case, the company was already a salesforce. Its
experience was not as smooth. However, challenges meeting requirements, longer than anticipated
development time and dealing with the vendor posed challenges. In both cases, the companies are using a
cloud service broker to simplify their consumption of cloud services from multiple providers. In the case of
Mohawk see "Case Study: In our Quest Case Study, we examine how a provider created a SaaS offering using
Microsoft Azure, Windows Identity Foundation and federation services as the foundation for its offering
Cloud computing also offers potential benefits with storage and data. Reducing Storage Costs via the Public
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Cloud," we examine how Remmele Engineering deployed a hybrid cloud storage appliance to link its data
center to the public cloud, resulting in lower-cost and simplified long-term data retention. It is using Jungle
Disk and Rackspace for cloud-based server backup, and Rackspace combined with Nasuni virtual appliance
for archiving. Remmele estimates the storage cost is one-tenth the fully loaded cost hardware, software,
management, power, maintained, etc. Five case studies on emerging uses of data management services look at
how companies are using cloud-based services for data integration, data quality and data persistence. These
cloud-based data services complement conventional data management technologies and practices, but do not
necessarily replace them. The offerings are at a relatively early stage of adoption, and we anticipate their
sophistication and the breadth of their use to expand significantly over the next few years. Cloud computing is
a rapidly evolving phenomena that impacts virtually every aspect of the IT landscape. The most common
benefits cited for cloud are agility and the ability to use this agility to support business innovation. Cloud
service use also has significant potential for cost savings when used for the right workloads, but cost savings
are not guaranteed. Examining the real-world experiences of companies using cloud computing will enable
those contemplating its use to learn from the success, missteps and best practices of those that have gone
before. Prospective cloud service consumers should also consider reference site visits as part of the evaluation
process.
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Because running a successful computer business requires a true Jack or Jill of all trades. Sure, you recognize from the
get-go that you need to be able to assemble, sell, and service PCs to enter the hardware business, though you might
overestimate your abilities in one or more of these areas.

All things being equal, venture capitalists would rather invest money in an individual who tried and failed
founding a company than in someone who never tried. Planning and thought are good. But procrastination
leads to missed opportunity. The major company asset is you Take care of yourself. Your health is more
valuable than the most expensive machinery or computer software for the company. Maintain your health for
balance and energy, which will, in turn, enhance your mental outlook. Build a war chest for unexpected needs
or opportunities. This also means hearing out new ideas and suggestions no matter how crazy they sound.
Believe You need to believe in yourself, in your company, and that you will be successful. This confidence is
contagious with your employees, customers, stakeholders, suppliers and everyone you deal with. Encourage
and accept criticism graciously. Maintain a strong work ethic Your employees will follow your lead. It will
also help you beat your competition by outworking them, particularly when your product or service is very
similar. Rebound quickly from setbacks There surely will be plenty of ups and downs as you build the
business. Learn from the setbacks and move on. Periodically get out of your comfort zone to pursue something
important Many times you will feel uncomfortable in implementing a needed change in technology, people,
mission, competing, etc. For the company and you to grow personally, you sometimes have to step out of your
comfort zone. Many organizational and leadership shortcomings can be overcome or mitigated with the good
attitudes described above. All can be learned except passion, which comes from within. Take time out of your
hectic schedule to periodically reflect on these attributes. You may be inspired to act. Bob Reiss is the author
of " Bootstrapping
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Successful Computing for Business in a Week (Successful business in a week) [Matt Nicholson] on
www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Provides an introduction to computing. This book
outlines the benefits of computers and how computers can cause serious problems if the system is chosen or installed
badly.

November 18, Since Cloud computing is a new way of doing business you have to be clear about what you are
letting yourself in for. For some, the business benefits of Cloud are many â€” for others it will be the simple
fact that Cloud allows a small business to stop worrying about its IT â€” something that distracts from its core
function of running the business. You will know exactly where your data and servers are and what resources
you share with others. These differences give rise to a new set of security and privacy issues that will have an
effect on your risk management practices and has started a re-evaluation of the complex legal issues in areas
such as compliance and auditing. To help with this process, I have put together a checklist of key issues and
concerns. When evaluating the different services available, be sure to ask the following questions before you
sign any contracts. Are your applications ready to run in the Cloud? Are the applications which you use
already web-based? Will they benefit from a cloud- based architecture? Can it scale your present application
up in the Cloud? This means evaluating, via a potential supplier, the readiness of all your key applications.
This will provide clear recommendations on your options â€” whether private or public Cloud. Will you be
able to receive technical support for the service? Many cloud-based services are known for their ease of use,
but there will come a time when you will need some technical support. Before you go with any cloud-based
service, make sure that you will be able to receive adequate technical support from the provider. Ownership
and access of your data The application, the hardware and the operating system will be owned by the cloud
provider. However, the data is what your intellectual property is based on and it has to be clearly
acknowledged in the contract that you can take that data away with whenever you want to. Your Cloud
subscription gives you access to the functionality of the application or function that you use. If that access is
removed, can you still access the data so that you can take it away with you? Ensure that the contract allows
for access to the back-end data, either directly or via the provider offering an export capability, even after the
contract has finished. Fluctuating Data Volumes The Cloud is excellent for flexible computing, where extra
resources such as additional power or sudden additional storage needs â€” maybe as a result of project work
â€” are needed. However, as your storage capability grows, so does moving it. Migrating 1GB of data across a
wide-area network is pretty simple but how about 1TB? Look out for clauses in the agreement that charge for
data volumes. Is any part of the Cloud infrastructure outsourced or subcontracted? Cloud computing can often
involve chains of sub-processors. If you work across Euorpe you need to watch this. In some parts of Europe,
data protection law requires the controller to independently authorise all subcontracts and to enter into direct
contracts with all processors. In most member states, it is left to data controllers or processors to determine
what amounts to appropriate technical and organisational measures. However, some countries for example,
Spain, Italy and Poland have prescriptive requirements for security set out in their legislation. If a customer
that operates in one of these countries wishes to put data into the cloud, then it will need the cloud computing
service provider to confirm that its security arrangements meet these particular countries laws. Compliance
Organisations considering using Cloud services should perform a gap analysis between the specific
requirements identified in relevant regulations and the set of controls provided by the Cloud service provider.
Using Cloud computing services for data and applications subject to compliance regulations requires a high
degree of transparency on the part of service providers. If you are considering these services, you need to think
through what use cases make sense, closely review contracts and service-level agreements and understand how
the Cloud service meets your specific compliance requirements. Cost analysis The business case for Cloud
application migration is never complete without taking the target Cloud platform into consideration. The
migration and overhead costs vary widely based on the target Cloud platform and thus will skew the estimated
cost savings. Cost analysis helps decide whether to go ahead with moving a particular application to the cloud
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or not from a return on investment perspective. Cost should include capital expenditure, operational
expenditure, and the overhead costs involved with migration. Migration Strategy Defining a migration strategy
involves understanding the various migration options available, establishing business priorities, and evolving a
strategy that offers a fine balance between costs and meeting business priorities. Fundamentally, enterprises
have the two following options with a cloud infrastructure â€” private or public. The choice is driven by
priorities such as business model, go-to-market strategy and constrained by factors such as technical
feasibility, security, migration costs, etc. The SLA will specify the guaranteed uptime. In cloud computing,
anything less than Providers should be able to do this because of their multiple data centres. These are a
necessity for providers to ensure uptime. The process in dealing with downtime should also be indicated as
should a clear vendor strategy on how the problem will be dealt with if it arises. Vendors must explain to their
clients how data migration will be implemented. This is the most important task for cloud computing vendors
because this will not only deal with the future efficiency of the application but also the security of the data. A
detailed plan with a corresponding time frame should be expected from the vendor. Although there are
companies that will have more requirements from their clients for data migration, these are done to ensure
proper migration without having to deal with future insecurities. All of the above ten steps should be carefully
considered by any business before they proceed to cloud computing. The specific advantages for cloud
computing will only be realised if you have selected the right vendor.
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7: How Mobile Computing Changed Business Strategy
Successful corporate innovation capitalizes on existing assets and ideas combined in new ways. Use of social
computing creates a new stage for innovation, where ideas are more easily exposed and.

But, despite how much the cloud is talked about, it still remains a bit of a mystery to many. Curious to learn
more and get some help building a business using this enigmatic cloud? Read on as we take you through the
basics, discuss the pros and cons, help you get started and offer some useful suggestions for reading material
all about, you guessed it, cloud-based business. What is the cloud? Instead of using in-house or nearby
computers, cloud computing takes advantage of servers located elsewhere, accessing products and information
remotely. There are numerous ways this can take place. Cloud computing can not only involve infrastructure,
but also software, platforms, storage, security, data, databases, test environments, API, backend and probably
a dozen other things under development as this is being written. In short, the cloud allows businesses and
individuals to access services and information from anywhere at any time, so long as there is an Internet
connection. Nearly everyone uses some kind of cloud service in their everyday life, from photo sites like
Flickr, to music streaming sites like Pandora, to webmail like Gmail. Why is it so important that businesses
and entrepreneurs take advantage of the opportunities it has to offer? Of course, the long answer is a bit more
complicated. Basically, cloud-based business offers entrepreneurs the chance to deliver products immediately.
Even just taking advantage of cloud-based services to run your business can save you time, money and makes
it simple to access data from anywhere employees need to access it. The Pros and Cons of Cloud-Based
Business Learn more about the pros and cons of the cloud-based business model here so you can make an
informed decision about changing your business model or using cloud-based services. Advantages There are
some serious advantages to doing business in the cloud. Here are just a few of the big ones you should
consider. For many small or mid-size companies, this can be a huge relief and can free up time and resources
to dedicate to other things, like responding to new market opportunities, for instance. Generally speaking,
doing business in the cloud is considerably less expensive than taking the more traditional route, especially for
those in small and mid-size companies. With fewer up-front costs, businesses have more capital to invest in
developing their own products and services, which can also offer a lot more flexibility in the marketplace.
While reliability is often cited as a key concern for those looking to move business into the cloud, it may not
be as big of an issue as you think. In fact, some have suggested that SaaS providers deliver products that are
even more reliable than those a small business could maintain in-house. When you use cloud-based services,
you can run your business from just about anywhere. Employees can stay in touch, work remotely and check
up on projects via smartphones. The cloud opens up a wide range of opportunities for innovation and creative
business models, especially with the growing number of readily available cloud-based services out there for
entrepreneurs to use. The cloud is a relatively new and exciting frontier in the tech and business worlds,
offering those with great ideas the opportunity to find their own niche in the market with very little
competition. Security is also another major concern that many business owners and operators have with
working in the cloud. Cloud security is stronger and smarter. Even better, all this is often available at a much
lower cost than traditional services. Working in the cloud makes it incredibly easy to share information with
coworkers, teams and clients. Cloud-based applications also make it possible for multiple employees to work
on the same project at the same time, all from a shared web address. Disadvantages Not every part of
cloud-based business is rosy. Give these negative aspects of the practice some thought, too. This may not
apply to those who just want to take advantage of cloud-based services, but is a serious concern for those
starting a cloud-based business. While cloud-based software can be great for getting things done, it may lack
one feature that some businesses demand: For some companies who need customized software to do business,
this may simply not be an option. Data security and privacy. Take it slow and prepare for roadblocks. Start out
with just a few cloud-based services and evaluate your experience. Understand that even tech-savvy
companies struggle with cloud business. According to recent research from Accenture, even high-tech
companies are still struggling to find their way using the new business model. Some old pros are struggling,
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too. Look to successful cloud-based companies. You can look at the big boys like Salesforce. There are ample
examples of both. Locate services for each part of your business. That means not only getting the basics like
word processing and CRM taken care of, but also finding tools that those in HR and accounting will
appreciate as well. Decide the level of cloud services that are right for your business. Of course, not every
business is cloud-ready. Everyone will have their own level of comfort with working in the cloud and some
may just be better off providing what they offer in a more traditional format. Other entrepreneurs, tech
professionals and business experts may be able to offer some valuable insights and guidance that can ease your
transition or help you understand certain services. While you may only be employing a small number of cloud
services now, you want to have a plan for the role cloud-based computing will play in your business in the
future. Look for ways to use free or low-cost cloud programs to cut down on your operational costs. Give them
a try. You have nothing to lose. Before committing to any cloud-based service, try it out first. Most companies
will give you a free trial period, allowing you to give several options a look before committing to the one that
works the best. Just go for it. While nearly every service Google provides exists on the cloud, Google Docs is
just one of several services available free of charge that let users create and store documents, spreadsheets and
presentations right from the web. The cloud is becoming an increasingly popular choice for data storage. Box
and Dropbox are 2 options that allow users to store and share documents, music, movies or whatever else they
want to on a remote site, accessible from anywhere with an internet connection. A subscription to this
cloud-based service will buy businesses access to powerful accounting software over the cloud. One of the
biggest benefits? All team members can look at data in real time, making it simple to make smart financial
decisions for the company. You can save big on travel costs by conference calling over this popular service.
Basecamp is a project management tool that makes it a cinch to assign tasks, communicate with a team and
ensure that everything will arrive on time and completed. You can get a free trial to start, and if you like what
you see, you can sign-up and try out other services like Highrise and Backpack that are also cloud-based.
These books and articles can help fill in some of the gaps and ensure you make smart, informed decisions for
yourself and your business. Books Add these books to your reading list to learn more about what the cloud is,
why doing business in it could work for you and a whole lot more. Business in the Cloud: Give it a read if you
want to learn more about why you should get involved with cloud computing, how it can change business
structure and what it means for the future of IT as an industry. Working with Microsoft Office One easy way
for businesses to use the cloud for their operations is to take advantage of a service like Microsoft Office
Through this book, you can learn more about what that offers and how to use it to boost small business
productivity in a variety of ways. Need a guide to understanding the value cloud computing can offer your
business? It explains the economics of cloud business, explores the future of the cloud and explains how
business owners and operators can use it to provide better products and services to customers. Get an
introduction to what the cloud means for business and beyond in this great book that explores cloud
computing today and makes some predictions about where it will go in the future. Management Strategies for
the Cloud Revolution: This book offers an explanation as to how cloud computing will change business,
focusing on the benefits it can offer to business owners and entrepreneurs. Business Innovation in the Cloud:
This book is perhaps one of the best on the list for finding business models based on cloud computing. Written
by industry professionals, it will show you not only how, but why to make the move into cloud computing
sooner rather than later.
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8: 5 Tips To Become Successful In the Computer Business - Technibble
Develop a Successful Cloud Tech Startup Company Today! Always wanted to start an Cloud Tech Startup Company?
Want to become the next Steve Jobs or Elon Musk?

It takes a certain type of person to become successful in the computer repair business and here are 5 tips on
how to become that person. Do What You Love If the only reason you want to enter this industry is because of
the money, you are in the wrong field. If you love learning, working with computers and challenging yourself,
you are in the right place. There are many times in this business where you will wonder whether its all worth it
such as working 12 hour days trying to get your business on its feet and being paid a minimal amount. If
money is the only focus then it will definitely not be worth it. It is the love of this job that will get you through
the tough times and make you successful. Keep On Learning I bet you know more about computers than
anyone else you know in real life and your family and friends look up to you as if you were some kind of tech
god. Your parents and teachers said you were some kind of computer prodigy and you probably were
compared to the others in your class. These are the people who you will be competing against. The computer
industry moves much faster than other industries so you have to keep on learning or you will fall behind. The
moment you think you know it all is the moment you stop learning. I have been in this business for almost 9
years now and I learn something new every day from the Technibble forums. I personally know people who
are having trouble finding enough money to put food on their table at the end of the day. These are the same
people who smoke, have a big plasma TV, cable television and brand spanking new mobile phones. Instead of
buying luxuries, buy things that make you money like a technicians on-site repair kit. I recently bought a
Macbook because I wanted to learn both Mac hardware and software. Stay Focused on Marketable Skills
There are a lot of cool things you can learn about a computer such as extreme overclocking, phase change
cooling and squeezing a few extra frames per second out of your video card. However, you are unlikely to
need any of these skills when working for a client. Instead, its better to learn skills like virus removal and
networking since you are much more likely to encounter these while on-site. The Hard Slog Whats the
difference between someone who just joined a gym, and a body builder at the same gym? One of them has
gone through the hard slog. Both of them are pumping iron but the body builder has pushed his way through
the hardest part where most people quit. The same thing happens in the computer business where a young
entrepreneur will be excited about having their own business and thinking about all the possibilities. After a
few months the excitement dies down, you have dealt with a few soul crushing clients and the computer work
that you used to enjoy has become just work. This is where many people quit the computer business and the
gym leaving only a select few who have survived the hard slog and come out the other side with a successful
business or a buffed body. This is why there are so many businesses starting up all the time but there are only
a small handful of really successful businesses.
9: How to Start a Computer Business: 11 Steps (with Pictures)
Mobile computing has not only changed the ways that we communicate and access information, it has reshaped the
business models of some of the leading tech companies. If the past three years are any indication, mobile computing will
continue to provide opportunities for companies to improve and expand their business models.
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